2017 SCIENCE SUMMER CAMPS

Astronomy
- Monday: The Universe & Us
- Tuesday: Light
- Wednesday: Observational Astronomy
- Thursday: Space Viewed From Earth
- Friday: Space Travel

7/3—7/7 for grades K-2
8/7—8/11 for grades 3-5

Space & Energy
- Monday: Observational Astronomy
- Tuesday: Using Wind
- Wednesday: Energy Demonstrations
- Thursday: Rockets & Space Travel
- Friday: Using Sunshine

7/10—7/14 for grades 6-8
8/14—8/18 for grades 6-8

Math & Art
- Monday: Sculpture & Proportions
- Tuesday: Architecture
- Wednesday: Symmetry & Nature
- Thursday: Light & Shadow
- Friday: Music

7/17—7/21 for grades K-2
7/24—7/28 for grades 3-5

Camp Activities include visits to the Emera Astronomy Center, making liquid nitrogen ice cream, racing rubber band boats, building bridges, making kaleidoscopes, constructing bottle rockets (launched by camp counselors), attending the Mainely Physics Roadshow and much, much more!

Details: The camp is $215/week and runs from 9:00 am—3:00 pm (early drop-off/late pick-up options are available). Enrollment of multiple children and/or enrollment of a single child in multiple weeks of camp (or enrollment in the shortened 7/3-7/7 week) are discounted 20%. A 10% ‘Early Bird’ discount is available for registering by May 15th. For more Information see http://physics.umaine.edu/summer-camp.

*** Daily activity schedule is subject to change.